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Daan Ustav was formerly known as “The Joy of Giving Week”(JGW) is a “festival
of Philanthropy”, a part of the Indian ethos, with the week being celebrated every
year staring on Gandhi Jayanti, by engaging people through “acts of giving” –
money, time, resources and skills – to under-privileged poor and service to
community. Many Corporate participate in this as a part of their CSR inititative.
Towards this endeavor, RSB, across Pan India locations, participated in “CII Daan
Ustav” (Joy of Giving Week) from Oct 2-8, 2016 with the theme coined by CII,
“Roti, Kapada aur Sharmadaan” at the following locations.
MOTHER’S TERESSA’S BHAVAN @ WAKAD, PUNE
Started in 1950 by Mother Teresa in Calcutta, the Missionaries of Charity
has Centres all over India and the world. The nuns care for the sick,
orphaned, dying, homeless and abandoned people who are unloved and
unwanted by the society. St Paul’s Prerna Homes for destitute is an
institute run by Mother Teresa’s Missionaries of Charity at Wakad, Pune.
It’s an orphanage having inmates of approx 180 females suffering from
varied illness. Inmates with girls and women are cognitively and physically
challenged. All the inmates are lovingly cared by Sisters trained for this
purpose. Programs are continuously monitored, assessed and encouraged
by the sisters, without taking any salary, are ceaselessly working for their
well-being at Prerna Bhavan with their self-less service.
RSB, Pune Plant, had the pleasure of donating cupboards for keeping
stock of medicines and medical records of sick, trolleys for carrying
medicines to the sick and sanitary diapers for female inmates.

Here are pictorial glimpses:

Formal handing over Trolley, Diapers and Cupboards to Sisters of Prerna Bhavan

VIEW OF DIFFERENTLY ABLED & SICK INMATES OF MOTHER
TERESA’SPRERNA BHAVAN

2.

JOY OF GIVING USED WEARS
(a) RSB, PANT NAGAR UNIT

Pant Nagar colleagues responded in good numbers in joy of giving used
wears, which were given to under-privileged have-nots on the road-side
pavements, who fend themselves daily on alms. When RSBians did a
commendable job of giving them neatly cleaned, ironed and very sparingly
used wears, there were beaming smiles on the faces of poors as can be
seen in pixs below.

(b) RSB LUCKNOW UNIT
Our colleagues at Lucknow Unit too celebrated Joy of Giving Week with
a difference by inviting under-privileged have-nots to the plant and
presented them with sparingly used wears and treated them to sweet
delicacies . Here glimpses caught in pixs:

Mr Rakesh Sharma, Plant Head, personally taking the pleasure of
handing over the neatly packed used wears to under-privileged.

(Clockwise) – M/s Alok Majhi, Ashish Tiwari, NR Khuntia, Om Chand & Vikas
Kumar handing over used wears & Joy of refreshments with invitees.

(b) RSB PUNE
Pune colleagues evinced keen interest and donated in large numbers
used wears, which were given directly to under-privileged. Here are
pictorial glimpses:

Mr Manoj Pardeshi (left) handing over used wears to orphaned &
differently abled inmates of DSGNM Vidayalaya (above)
& Children are joyous on receiving the same (below)

